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The Menu of Barnhill's Steak And Buffet from Jacksonville contains about 16 different meals and drinks. On
average, you pay for a dish / drink about $9.1. What Taneshea Wells likes about Barnhill's Steak And Buffet:

The food was pretty good and it was a pretty nice and clean place. It's a buffet, so sometimes the food doesn't
get replaced timely. Also, the staff was nice, but they have a weird tipping policy. So, we were a little confused.

Otherwise, it was a nice time. read more. What david parry doesn't like about Barnhill's Steak And Buffet:
Good food bar with more choices than you could ever be able to taste…. and it’s good compared to most food

bars, skip ordering the steaks, I couldn’t even eat my steak it was super tough, may have just been a fluke on the
steak but the food bar has more meat choices then you can eat anyway. read more. During meals, a refreshing

drink is essential. In this gastropub, you will find not only tasty cuisine, but also a large and comprehensive
diversity of good beers and other alcoholic drinks that compliment the food, Furthermore, the sugar-sweet

treats of this restaurant sparkle not only in the eyes of our young guests. After the meal (or during it), you have
the opportunity to still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink.
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P�z�
WESTERN

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST $8.0

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Favorit� Dishe�
GRILLED CHICKEN TIPS $8.0

Salad�
ONE TRIP SALAD BAR $5.0

SALAD BAR WITH ENTREE $2.0

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER $7.5

CHEESE BURGER $7.8

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

DESSERTS

Specialt� Steak� an� Comb�
RIBEYE SPECIALTY STEAK AND
COMBO $17.0

T-BONE SPECIALTY STEAK AND
COMBO $18.0

Famou� Stea�
SIRLOIN FAMOUS STEAK $9.0

SIRLOIN TIPS FAMOUS STEAK $9.0
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Thursday 11:30-19:30
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